Performance of a single-section, S-band, Plane-WaveTransformer (PWT) photoelectron linac is characterized by a high (multi-ampere) average current required for advanced applications such as Compton x-ray sources and linear collider. Single bunch dynamics and multi-bunch beam loading effects are considered. Threshold current for regenerative BBU is calculated using a generalized Panofsky-Wenzel theorem, including such effects as the Lorentz' force component of the transverse wake field, inhomogeneous solenoidal focusing field, high relative energy gain and interaction with the waves of different polarizations. Stimulated regenerative BBU is considered for cumulative BBU.
INTRODUCTION
Most linac applications require high average bunch repetition rate superseding the operation rate of the modulator supplying power to the klystrons. In these cases the photoinjector must operate with multiple electron bunches in each rf pulse. For example, a Compton backscattering x-ray source should have a minimum 1 kHz rate [l]; next generation accelerators and colliders can have effective rates over 10 kHz [2] . Along with significant charge per bunch qb-nC, it can result in severe problems caused by multi-bunch beam loading and BBU effects.
Feasibility of the S-band PWT photoinjector [3] for these modern applications is demonstrated in terms of single bunch characteristics and multi-bunch, high-current effects. The DULY S-band PWT was analyzed for application as an injector to both the Compton x-ray source and linear collider. The Compton x-ray source operates most efficiently [l] with a charge per bunch of approximately 0.5 nC. This charge is near the design specifications of the DULY S-band PWT, and previous simulations [3] indicate agreement with single bunch requirements of the x-ray source.
INJECTOR DESIGN
We consider performance of the S-band PWT as a first stage of an injector to linear colliders. Analogous to the CTF3 design [2] we assumed tb=l.54ps beam pulse duration. Note, charge per bunch is qb=2.33 nC significantly higher than that for the existing DULY * This work is supported by DOE SBIR No. DE-FG03-96ER82156.
design. We omit here the technical solutions and details of an rf system for coupling power into the resonator as well as laser facility providing emission of 3 ps bunches with 1 SGHz repetition frequency. Fig. 1 shows a preliminary design of the accelerator section proposed for this application. Solenoidal coils can provide maximum onaxis magnetic field up to Bm=0.3T (no field at the cathode). The 3 GHz n-mode PWT injector (30 cm long) consists of 5+2/2 cells formed by disks suspended and cooled by 4 tubes in a large tank. To handle higher bunch charge we increase the aperture radius up to a=1.214cm. The shunt impedance per unit length r/Q0=1833 mm, unloaded Q-factor Q0=2SS00, and overvoltage ratio 1.72 are defined primarily from full-scale GdfidL 
MAIN PARAMETERS OF COMPENSATED BEAM LOADING
Since the group velocity is zero, one can anticipate absence of multiple reflected waves during transient beam loading that occur in conventional structures with nonzero group velocity. Since the cells/half-cells are identical and the beam is well-bunched and relativistic, we can treat the structure as a single cavity loaded by a relativistic beam, omitting calculations for phase motion, bunch dimensions, short-range wakefields and diffused propagation of non-uniformity of the field induced. This non-flatness of the amplitude can result, e.g., from 0-7803-7 19 1 -7/01/$10.00 0200 1 IEEE.difference in beam loading in the first half-cell caused by lesser transit-time factor. The insignificant difference can be compensated by increasing the cell length. In a more general case (e.g., tapered structure andor low rf power) we should take into account field amplitude and phase redistribution at diffused beam loading [6, 7] . Under these conditions and for a given input power P and beam current I, one can find analytically the optimal values of coupling coefficient 4 and beam injection time to providing constant energy gain (see Fig. 2 Full compensation of beam loaded energy spread is one of the advantages of a z-mode PWT injector over a TW structure having inherent energy spread caused by transient beam loading [2] . Parameters found for this regime with compensated energy spread are given in Table 1 for two variants. We determined the deviation of each of the main parameters that results in an uncompensated energy spread AW=OSMeV during fb (due to non-uniform beam loading): injection time jitter dt0=O.03ps, coupling coefficient inaccuracy of Apc=0.065 and beam current instability Alb=0.25A. Note, the klystron power may exceed the calculated power P because of the matching the klystron and accelerating resonator with special rf system. 
BEAM BREAK-UP
In the injector design we deal with challenging requirements of high current, long pulse and low energy beams that can cause BBU effect. High acceleration rate and short length of the PWT injector are the key beneficial 
